FEEDBACK FROM STAKEHOLDERS AND ACTIONTAKEN
(2018 -2019)
The department has formal and informal mechanisms to obtain feedback from stakeholders
through various committees, associations, organization, etc.
1.a. Students Feedback
 Students requested practical-oriented teaching for all the subjects.
 Students requested an interaction session with senior students.
 Guidance in writing research paper article
1.b. Employers Feedback:
 Required training programming on new technologies and mini projects before sitting for
placement will help the students.
 Need to concentrate on core subjects.
 Need to focus on Programming skills and engineering basics.
1.c. Parents Feedback:
 Additional classes needed for programming subject.
 Fees structure to be reduced
 Overall, the parents were happy about the hostel stay and felt good with the ambience
which has been created for the students.
1.d. Alumni Feedback:



The alumnus has expressed that they enjoyed the healthy environment, infrastructure,
well-established lab, also highly qualified and experienced faculty in Electrical and
Electronics Engineering.
Required training programming on emerging technologies.

FEEDBACK ANALYSIS

Alumni Feedback:
Questionnaire for Alumni Feedback:
1. Ability acquired to apply technical knowledge in identifying and analyzing engineering
problems.
2. Ability acquired to integrate knowledge in providing solution for problems with
multidisciplinary approach.
3. Ability acquired to continue learning new technologies, processes and domains.
4. Understand professional and ethical responsibilities as a engineer.

5. Be aware of the need for, and improved my ability to engage in life - long learning.
6. Be aware of contemporary issues.
7. Understand and appreciate the impact of engineering in the social and global contexts.
8. Seminars, workshop and add-on programs.
9. Special training classes to bridge the industry – academic gap.
10. Were you benefited by the mentoring system in the department?
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Feedback from Employer
Questionnaire for Employer Feedback:
Q1. General aptitude
Q2. Technical aptitude
Q3. Application oriented skills
Q4. Basic technical knowledge
Q5. Leadership qualities
Q6. Professional knowledge
Q7.Result orientation
Q8.Creativity
Q9.Attitude
Q10. Communication skills
Q11.Interpersonal relationship
Q12. Team building
Q13. Self-development

Q10

Feedback from Parents
Questionnaire for Parents Feedback:
P1. The Curriculum of the course is well designed and promotes learning experience to the
students.
P2. The Curriculum incorporates technical advancements in the relevant field of study.
P3. Does the Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) adapted in the Curriculum improve the
academic flexibility?
P4. Employability is given focus in the curriculum design.
P5. Value Added Programmes like Communication Skills/Soft Skills development are added in
the Curriculum.
P6. Whether adequate technical guidance given to your ward for completion of Quality
Assessment/Project Work
P7. Does the department encourage the students to participate in Inter-Collegiate/InterInstitutional Technical Fest?
P8. Does the mentor of your ward offer a good mentoring?
P9. Does the mentor communicate to you often about the academic status of your ward?
P10. Does the mentor offer personal counselling to your ward when needed?

Feedback from Students
Questionnaire for Students Feedback:
Q 1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering
fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering
problems.
Q 2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, research literature, and analyze complex engineering
problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural
sciences, and engineering sciences.
Q 3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and
design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate
consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental
considerations
Q 4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research
methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of
the information to provide valid conclusions.
Q 5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern
engineering and IT tools including prediction and modelling to complex engineering
activities with an understanding of the limitations.
Q 6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess
societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities
relevant to the professional engineering practice.
Program Specific Outcome
Q 7. Provide solid foundation in mathematical, scientific and engineering fundamentals which is
required to solve electrical and electronics engineering problems
Q 8. Specify, architect, analyze and design the systems that efficiently generate, transmit, distribute,
convert and utilize electric power.
Q 9. Understand, analyze, simulate and design the electrical machines, modern electrical drives,
modern lighting systems, energy systems and automation of systems and to determine their
performance through testing.
Q 10. Specify, analyze, design, implement and test the analog and digital systems using the state of
art components, software tools and ICT

ACTION TAKEN

Employer feedback: Mini Project before sitting for placement will help the
students

Hands-on session on “PCB Design and Fabrication

ACTION TAKEN
Based on the feedback collected through the class committee meeting, the following action has
been taken.





Organized seminar on “How to Write the Scientific Journal Papers to PG students”.
To improve the exposure to examples of the use of engineering principles as applicable in
real life, more emphasis is given to the practical oriented teaching and learning is
promoted among the teaching and learning community.
Laboratory timings extended and interaction sessions with senior students arranged.

Based on the feedback of the HR, the following action was taken by the department.
 A fully hands-on session on “PCB Design and Fabrication” was conducted using
Autodesk EAGLE.
 Conducted Add-on Course on Solar PV System Design using PVsyst Software

Based on the parents’ feedback, the following action was taken.





Project-based learning and internships:
The KITS introduced scholarship for both UG and PG courses.
A special scholarship is introduced for girl students too.

Based on the feedback obtained from the stakeholders, the curriculum for the 2018 B.Tech
programme was designed.
1. More interdisciplinary elements and interfaces:
36 credits of Programme electives and open electives will be developed focusing more on
interdisciplinary elements and interfaces of electrical engineering which will broaden the
knowledge horizon of the students and enable them to pioneer in interdisciplinary
projects.
2. Early industry exposure through project-based learning and internships:
In order to encourage the project based learning and expose the students to the industry
environment, 11 credits are prescribed for the project work. The project work will be
done in a phased manner. Phase I project will enable the student to carry out the detailed
survey or literature review on the topic proposed by the student for the project work. In
Phase II project, the student will have flexibility to spend the period in any industry for a
semester.
Further, the student will be motivated to carry out a summer internship in any industry or
other university.
3. Interpersonal skills training and development of a sense of social responsibility
To improve the interpersonal skills, training and development of a sense of social
responsibility, the following non-credit mandatory courses were introduced in the
curriculum.
i.
Environmental Studies
ii.
Constitution of India
iii.
Soft skills
4. Management knowledge and business process skills
To impart knowledge on management and nurture the entrepreneur and business skills of
the students, the following subjects, totally of 9 credits were introduced.
i.
Industrial Management
ii.
Professional Ethics
iii.
Entrepreneurship and IPR
5. Practical oriented teaching and learning
To improve the exposure to examples of the use of engineering principles as applicable in
real life, more emphasis is given to the practical oriented teaching and learning is
promoted among the teaching and learning community.

